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(Confirm your Chinese Zodiac with me if you are not sure. Your Chinese Zodiac as follow
if your were born after Feb 4th that particular year)

RAT-1936, 1948,1960,1972,1984,1996
Increase in status as well as power, however, personal direction or goal is
unclear this year! Beware of minor accidents! 1936 Rat will experience whole
new energy! 1948 Rat will harness support from elderly. 1960 Rat will get
surprise in new relationship. 1972 Rat might get extra side income! 1984 rat
will be more creative this year. 1996 Rat will excel in school!

OX-1937, 1949,1961,1973,1985,1997
Lonesome and emotional roller coaster year! This is due to your headstrong, stubbornness
and resistant to change. Beware of stomach and skin related problems. 1937 Ox will be busy
again this year! 1949 Ox might meet more new friends! 1961 Ox with high possibility of getting
promoted! 1973 Ox will see wealth increase! 1985 Ox needs to beware of traffic accident! 1997
Ox will need extra effort in school!

TIGER-1938, 1950,1962,1974,1986,1998
For those earning on commission basis, this is a year for you!
you This is an eventful year for
tigers! 1938 Tiger time to go travel! 1950 Tiger might increase in status! 1962 Tiger
beware of traffic accident! 1974 Tiger becomes more creative this year! 1986 Tiger will
excel in school! 1998 Tiger needs to brush up and get motivated!

RABBIT-1939, 1951,1963,1975,1987,1999
One of the best Zodiacs in 2006 is
is Rabbit! Year of marriage! Year of new changes in life! 1939
Rabbit is about to meet more new friends and challengers. 1951 Rabbit needs to pay extra attention
to health! 1963 Rabbit ready for wealth accumulation! 1975 Rabbit beware of accidents! 1987
Rabbit
Rabbit instability in relationship! 1999 Rabbit will excel in school!

DRAGON-1940, 1952,1964,1976,1988,2000
Career, relationship and residential changes for Dragon! A year of constant
volatility! Spend! Spend! 1940 Dragon will increase in wealth accumulation! 1952
Dragon probably will experience lonesome! 1964 Dragon becomes more pro-active. 1976
Dragon will back to school again! 1988 Dragon becomes more creative this year!

SNAKE-1941, 1953,1965,1977,1989,2001
YEAR of marriage, or breakups and start a new relationship! Meeting new friends! 1941
Snake will have a facelift in career! 1953 Snake income will increase! 1965 Snake will indulge
in starting new venture! 1977 Snake will over spend, over budget!! 1989 Snake will get elderly
support when face with obstacles.

HORSE-1942, 1954,1966,1978,1990,2002
A creative and persuasive year for you! You command the project well but watch
out for health! 1942 Horse will get surprise side income. 1954 Horse started to become

creative and get more new ideas for venture. 1966 Horse might go back to school again or
conceiving! 1978 Horse will meet more elderly friends. 1990 Horse seems required to put
extra effort in studies.

SHEEP-1943, 1955,1967,1979,1991,2003
You need to keep low profile to avoid unnecessary confrontation and blood shed!
Watch out for stomach and skin related problems. 1943 Sheep quality of life improves.
1955 Sheep will excel in invention and creation. 1967 Sheep will need to read more! 1979
Sheep needs to search for elderly help when in trouble! 1991 Sheep beware of traffic
accidents.

MONKEY-1944, 1956,1968,1980,1992,2004
Constantly on the move! A rather mobile and busy year! Emotional and sentimental
year for you too! 1944 Monkey requires patient to search for solutions especially from
elderly. 1956 Monkey needs to upgrade oneself this year! 1968 Monkey will meet more
elderly friends or associates. 1980 Monkey requires performing well under pressure! 1992
Monkey is lucky one!

ROOSTER-1945, 1957,1969,1981,1993,2005
A personal growth year for you! Avoid heavy investment. Job stability year! 1945
Rooster beware of minor accidents! 1957 Rooster needs to equip with new knowledge!
1969 Rooster needs elderly support for advancement! 1981 Rooster needs to pay
attention when crossing busy junctions! 1993 Rooster will be awarded for achievement!

DOG-1934, 1946,1958,1970,1982,1994,2006
Changes! Changes! Changes in residential, career, and relationship! Emotional
instability year! 1934 Dog bewares of road accidents! 1946 Dog requires upgrading!
1958 Dog in a crossroad of career dilemma! 1970 Dog in relationships dilemma! 1982 Dog

bog down relationship problems married or not! Change in career or not! 1994 Dog needs to
pay attention to health!!

BOAR-1935, 1947,1959,1971,1983,1995,2007
Year of celebration for you! You have more to cheer about this year!

1935 Boar requires body check up! 1947 Boar might get promoted! 1959 Boar seeks
elderly for support when in trouble! 1971 Boar possible promotion or relocating! 1983 Boar
possible wealth increase! 1995 Boar becomes more creative and inventive.

2006 Year of Dog
Compassionate Zodiacs
-Snake, Boar, Rabbit

(Possible marriage, start new relationship or living together)

On the move Zodiacs
-Dragon/Rooster/Horse/Tiger

(Possible changes in residential, relationship and career, also emotional upswing)

2006 Places, locations and directions to avoid
Northwest-should avoid major renovation and drilling works

North-should avoid major renovation and drilling works

East-should avoid bedroom to be placed here

West-should avoid bedroom to place here

It is advised that you get a comprehensive reading for more accuracy!
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